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Objective: To conduct a systematic literature review of human studies reporting neural correlates of positive emotions.

Methods: The PubMed and Web of Science databases were searched in January 2016 for scientific papers written in English. No restrictions were placed on year of publication.

Results: Twenty-two articles were identified and 12 met the established criteria. Five had been published during the last 4 years. Formation and regulation of positive emotions, including happiness, are associated with significant reductions in activity in the right prefrontal cortex and bilaterally in the temporoparietal cortex, as well as with increased activity in the left prefrontal regions. They are also associated with increased activity in the cingulate gyrus, inferior and middle temporal gyri, amygdalae, and ventral striatum.

Conclusion: It is too early to claim that there is an established understanding of the neuroscience of positive emotions and happiness. However, despite overlap in the brain regions involved in the formation and regulation of positive and negative emotions, we can conclude that positive emotions such as happiness activate specific brain regions.
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Introduction

According to the philosopher Seneca, the most difficult question is not who wants to be happy, but what makes a happy life.1 This was one of the great preoccupations of post-Socratic philosophers and perhaps remains one of the main issues in philosophy even now. A new concept of social development was introduced in 1972 as a result of work promoted by the king of Bhutan: gross national happiness (GNH), intended as a counterbalance to the emphasis on measuring a country’s success in terms of gross domestic product (GDP).2,3 Years later, when Seligman was president of the American Psychological Association, a new branch of psychology was established. Positive psychology is the study of the virtues and strengths of humans.4,5 Recently, more psychiatric research has been conducted into the relationship between personality traits and well-being.6 Happiness and satisfaction with life in psychiatrists7,8 the implications of studies on happiness for psychiatry,9-12 and subjective well-being in patients on antipsychotics.13 In 2015, a new, correlate field has emerged within psychiatry: positive psychiatry, which shares with positive psychology (among other factors) the study of positive emotions, such as happiness.14,15

Although emotions are a universal phenomenon, there is no consensus about their classification.16,17 Over 150 theories about emotions have been proposed. Nevertheless, it can be said that emotion describes a neural impulse that moves an organism to action, whereas emotional feelings describes the subset of feelings that are associated with brain-body interactions, their neural representations, and their expression.16 Interest in and data on the neural correlates of emotion and emotional feelings have increased dramatically16,18 since Broca’s pioneering work on the great limbic lobe (1878) and Papez’s proposal that there was a brain circuit responsible for emotions (1937).

Basic emotions (expression, objective phenomena) and emotional feelings (experience, subjective phenomena) are similar between individuals and across cultures.16 Thus, Ekman posited that there are six basic emotions: happiness, sadness, anger, disgust, fear, and surprise, in addition to a neutral state.17 More recent studies indicate otherwise. The 10 most commonly reported categories of emotions and emotional feelings can be organized into six families: happiness (comprising happiness, joy, and contentment), anger (comprising anger, irritation, and frustration), anxiety, sadness, stress, and despair.16

One of the theories that attempts to categorize emotion and emotional feelings is based on valence (positive and negative).18 One of the most studied positive emotions has been happiness, a subjective experience of great importance to humans. Recent research indicates that happiness is related to many psychosocial factors11; however, individual-level factors, such as genetics19-21 and personality traits,6 only predict about 35-50% of variance in happiness.22,23 Investigating the neural correlates of
positive emotions, including happiness, seems to offer a way of answering fundamental questions, such as why some people feel happy and others do not. Although research on the neurobiology of pleasure, affective style, and resilience is relevant here, in recent years it has become possible to investigate brain structures related to the construct of positive emotions using imaging techniques.

The purpose of this article is to review the progress made in the neuroscience of positive emotions as a result of research based on using neuroimaging or electroencephalographic (EEG) techniques to investigate neural correlates of positive emotions, including happiness.

Methods

The search for papers was conducted in January 2016 in two different databases, MEDLINE and Web of Science. The following keywords were used in both databases: “neural correlates and positive emotions,” “neurobiology and positive emotions,” “neurobiology and happiness,” “neural correlates and happiness,” and “neuroscience and happiness.” Each of these combinations comprised an individual search query. Keywords had to appear in the title or abstract and the search was restricted to publications written in English. No restrictions were placed on year of publication.

The inclusion criterion for this systematic review was: original articles dealing with use of neuroimaging or EEG techniques to investigate neural correlates of positive emotions, including happiness. The exclusion criteria were: review articles, theoretical articles, animal studies, studies about neural correlates of subjective well-being, and studies not directly related to neural correlates of positive emotions or happiness (Figure 1). Using these criteria, 10 of the 22 retrieved articles were excluded; the remaining 12 form the basis of this review (Table 1).

Results

In contrast to abundant data on the structural and functional brain changes associated with psychiatric disorders and negative emotions, there is relatively little data on brain changes associated with normal emotional states and positive emotions; however, in recent years, there has been growing interest in the neural correlates of happiness. Of the 12 articles included in this review, five were published during the last 4 years.

The oldest study included in this review was published in 1995 in the American Journal of Psychiatry. Eleven healthy adult women with no history of mental illness were scanned by using H215O positron emission tomography (PET) during happy, sad, and neutral states induced by recalling affect-appropriate life events and looking at happy, sad, or neutral human faces. Emotional changes across tasks were assessed using paired, two-tailed Student’s t tests to compare scores on the Positive

Figure 1 Flow diagram of search strategy.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Main findings</th>
<th>Main limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>George28</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>11 healthy and never mentally ill adult women</td>
<td>1) Transient sadness activated bilateral limbic and paralimbic structures (right medial frontal gyrus, left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, bilateral cingulate gyrus, caudate, putamen, thalamus, fornix, left insula, and left midline cerebellum). 2) Transient happiness was associated with significant and widespread reductions in cortical regional cerebral blood flow, especially in the right prefrontal and bilateral temporoparietal regions.</td>
<td>1) Small sample 2) Only women participated 3) Many memories are emotionally mixed. Sadness and happiness are not necessarily mutually exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lane29</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>12 healthy women</td>
<td>1) Happiness, sadness, and disgust were each associated with increases in activity in the thalamus and medial prefrontal cortex (BA9). 2) Happiness, sadness, and disgust were also associated with activation of anterior and posterior temporal structures. 3) Recalled sadness was associated with increased activation in the anterior insula. 4) Happiness was distinguished from sadness by greater activity in the vicinity of the ventral medial frontal cortex.</td>
<td>1) Small sample 2) Only women participated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelletier30</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Nine professional actors</td>
<td>Relative to an emotionally neutral state, both sad and happy states were associated with significant loci of activation, bilaterally, in the orbitofrontal cortex and in the left medial prefrontal cortex, left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, left anterior temporal pole, and right pons.</td>
<td>1) Small sample 2) Sample limited to professionally trained (i.e., expert) individuals, which may present certain problems, given that distinctions between experts and typical untrained individuals can be quite marked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habel31</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>26 healthy subjects</td>
<td>1) Sad and happy mood, in contrast to the control task, produced similarly significant activations in the amygdala-hippocampal area extending into the parahippocampal gyrus, as well as in the prefrontal and temporal cortex, the anterior cingulate, and the precuneus. 2) During sadness, more activation was demonstrated in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, transverse temporal gyrus, and superior temporal gyrus. 3) Happiness produced stronger activation in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, cingulate gyrus, inferior temporal gyrus, and cerebellum.</td>
<td>1) Small sample 2) Only women were included 3) Psychiatric disorders were not measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim32</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>10 healthy, right-handed female volunteers (ages 18-29)</td>
<td>1) Increasing negative and positive emotion engaged primarily left-lateralized prefrontal regions, whereas decreasing emotion activated bilateral prefrontal regions. 2) Regulation effects on amygdala activity were larger for positive than for negative stimuli, potentially reflecting a greater malleability of positive emotional reactions.</td>
<td>1) Small sample 2) Only women were included 3) Psychiatric disorders were not measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerqueira33</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>11 healthy subjects (six men, average age 32.4 years) selected according to their ability to vividly recall personal experiences</td>
<td>1) In the happiness relative to the neutral condition, there was increased signal in the left dorsal prefrontal cortex, left insula, left anterior cingulate gyrus, mid-portions of the left middle temporal gyrus, left hypothalamus, and thalamus bilaterally. 2) In happiness relative to irritability, there was increased activity in the left anterior insula, left hypothalamus, thalamus bilaterally, inferior and middle temporal gyri bilaterally, and right posterior insula.</td>
<td>1) Small sample 2) Remote period (6-12 months) used for selection of situations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mak34</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>12 healthy women</td>
<td>1) Left superior and lateral frontal regions (BA8/9) are common neural correlates of regulation of positive and negative emotions. 2) Positive emotions: increased activation in the prefrontal regions (left superior medial, BA8, and dorsolateral, BA9, gyr) and decreased activation in the left insula, the right Rolandic operculum (BA6), and the lingual (BA18) gyr.</td>
<td>1) Small sample</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Main findings</th>
<th>Main limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Yu35    | 2012 | Two groups of 18 participants each: very happy group (nine males and nine females each); mean age 21.63 years. All had no history of psychiatric illness | 3) Negative emotions: increased activation in the left orbitofrontal gyrus (BA11), left superior medial frontal gyrus (BA8), anterior cingulate gyrus (BA19), and right precuneus (BA30); decreased activation in the right precentral gyrus (BA6) and bilateral parietal gyrus (R:BA2; L: BA40). 4) Participants appeared to be more effective in regulating positive than negative emotions. | 1) Relatively small sample  
2) The method used to rule out the presence of neuropsychiatric disorders in participants was not specified  
3) The authors did not compare the effect of priming at different levels |
| Yuan36  | 2012 | 16 extraverts and 16 ambiverts | 1) Significant emotion effects for highly positive and moderately positive stimuli at the P2 and P3 components in extraverts, but not in ambiverts. 2) Ambiverts displayed a significant emotion effect for moderately positive stimuli at the N2 and P3 components that was absent in extraverts. 3) The posterior cingulate cortices may mediate the extravert-specific emotion effect for pleasant stimuli. 4) Extraverts are less susceptible to unpleasant stimuli of mild intensity than are ambiverts, while extraverts have additional enhanced sensitivity to pleasant stimuli, regardless of emotion intensity. | Relatively small sample |
| Luo37   | 2014 | 50 young adults | 1) Decreased regional homogeneity (ReHo) in unhappy relative to happy individuals was observed within the prefrontal cortex, medial temporal lobe, superior temporal lobe, and retrosplenial cortex. 2) Increased ReHo in unhappy relative to happy individuals was observed within the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, middle cingulate gyrus, putamen, and thalamus. 3) ReHo within the left thalamus was negatively correlated with Chinese Happiness Inventory scores in the happy group. | 1) Relatively small sample  
2) Only examined traits of general happiness |
| Greening38 | 2014 | 19 non-medicated patients with major depressive disorder and 19 controls | 1) Controls were significantly better at modulating both negative and positive emotions. 2) Both groups recruited regions of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex when regulating negative emotions, but only in controls was this accompanied by reduced activity in the sensory cortices and amygdala. 3) Both groups showed enhanced activity in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and ventral striatum when enhancing positive affect; however, only in controls was ventral striatum activity correlated with regulation efficacy. | Small sample |
| Luo39   | 2016 | 148 healthy participants | 1) Increased functional connectivity in the Default Mode Network (DMN) was associated with lower levels of happiness. 2) Relative to happy people, unhappy people exhibited greater functional connectivity in the anterior medial cortex (bilateral), posterior medial cortex regions (bilateral), and posterior parietal cortex (left). 3) Increased functional connectivity of the medial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex, and inferior parietal lobule correlated positively with inclination to ruminate. | 1) Cross-sectional design  
2) Recent research indicates that dynamic functional connectivity may greatly enhance our understanding of the fundamental features of brain networks |
and Negative Affect Schedule and a 25-point visual analogue scale before and after the emotion induction tasks. Transient happiness was associated with widespread reductions in cortical regional cerebral blood flow, especially in the right prefrontal and bilateral temporoparietal regions. In contrast, transient sadness activated bilateral limbic and paralimbic structures (right medial frontal gyrus, left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, bilateral cingulate gyrus, caudate, putamen, thalamus, fornix, left insula, and left midline cerebellum). This was one of the first studies to show that happiness and sadness have divergent effects on different brain regions and not just opposite effects on activity in the same brain regions.26 Years later, Lane et al.29 used the same technique and a similar method to evaluate the neural correlates of happiness, sadness, and disgust, and found that although these emotions are associated with a common group of regions, each has distinctive associations with specific brain regions. For example, happiness was distinguished from sadness because it was associated with greater activity in the vicinity of the ventral medial frontal cortex.29

Both studies used all-female samples. Another group tried to establish whether the primary emotions share similar neural substrates by investigating nine professional actors of both genders using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). The actors were scanned during self-induced states of sadness and happiness and blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal changes were measured in three conditions: sad, happy, and emotionally neutral. During the preceding week, subjects were asked to recall powerful, personal emotional episodes involving sadness or happiness (the saddest episode of their life and the happiest episode of their life), as well as an emotionally neutral episode. During the experiment, subjects were asked to invoke the target emotional state (sad, happy, or neutral) by recalling and re-experiencing the appropriate personal episode. Unlike in the first two experiments, the sad and the happy states were associated with specific bilateral activation loci in the orbitofrontal cortex, left medial prefrontal cortex, left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, left anterior temporal pole, and right pons. Taking into account the small sample size and that the subjects were professional actors, the authors concluded that happiness and sadness may be associated with similar brain regions, but distinct subregions and neural circuits.30

In the years that followed, other researchers continued to study the basic emotional states, especially happiness and sadness. Negative and positive emotions were found to be associated with different cortical activation loci within a common neural network, probably discriminating different emotional feelings.35,36 Compared with a control task, tasks designed to induce sad or happy mood produced similar activation of the amygdala-hippocampal area, with activation extending into the parahippocampal gyrus, as well as activation of the prefrontal, temporal, and anterior cingulate cortices and the precuneus. However, happiness produced stronger activation than sadness in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the cingulate gyrus, the inferior temporal gyrus, and the cerebellum.31 Emotions that elicit withdrawal behaviors (negative emotions), such as fear and disgust, are thought to be primarily processed in right anterior brain regions, whereas emotions driving approach behaviors (positive emotions), such as happiness, are processed predominantly in the left hemisphere.33

Now, increasing negative and positive emotions are understood to primarily engage left prefrontal regions, whereas decreasing emotion activates prefrontal regions bilaterally. On the other hand, regulation effects on amygdala activity are larger for positive than for negative stimuli, suggesting that positive emotional reactions may be more malleable. In summary, there is overlap in the regions involved in regulation of positive and negative emotions, but substantial differences have also been found at the cortical and subcortical level, both between negative and positive emotions and between upregulation and downregulation.32

Understanding how different emotions are regulated is important to understanding illness and well-being. For example, happiness has a profound influence on human emotion processing35 and extraverts are less susceptible to unpleasant stimuli of mild intensity than are ambiverts, but more sensitive to pleasant stimuli, regardless of intensity.36 Furthermore, mood disorders are associated with an inability to modulate intense emotions. A comparison of 19 non-medicated patients with major depressive disorder and 19 controls demonstrated that controls were better at modulating both negative and positive emotions. During regulation of negative emotions, both groups recruited regions of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, but only in controls was this accompanied by reduced activity in the sensory cortices and amygdala. Both groups showed increased activity in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and ventral striatum when enhancing positive affect; however, only in controls was ventral striatal activity correlated with regulation efficacy.38

Although the regulation of both positive and negative emotions is important, there have been few studies of the regulation of positive emotions, and their results have been inconsistent, perhaps because of the complexity and heterogeneity of the phenomenon.34,38 Left superior and lateral frontal regions are implicated in regulation of both positive and negative emotions. Regulation of positive emotions is associated with increased activation in prefrontal regions (left superior medial and dorsolateral gyri) and decreased activation in the left insula, the right Rolandic operculum, and the lingual gyri. Furthermore, humans seem to be better at regulating positive emotions than negative emotions.34

Luo et al.37 used resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI) to investigate the neural correlates of trait happiness. They employed regional homogeneity (ReHo) as a measure of intrinsic brain activity in happy and unhappy individuals. Unhappy individuals had lower ReHo than happy individuals in the prefrontal cortex, medial temporal lobe, superior temporal lobe, and retrosplenial cortex and higher ReHo in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, middle cingulate gyrus, putamen, and thalamus. The authors concluded that systems concerned with default mode network (DMN), emotional circuitry, and the reward system may be involved in happiness.37 In a subsequent
study, Luo et al. showed that functional connectivity in the DMN was negatively associated with happiness and positively associated with the inclination to ruminate. These results highlight the importance of the DMN to work on the neural correlates of happiness, and suggest that rumination may play an important role in perception of happiness.39

Discussion

The studies included in this review converge on the conclusion that there is overlap in the brain regions involved in the formation and regulation of positive and negative emotions. However, positive emotions, such as happiness, also activate specific brain regions. Perhaps, this pattern of activity could be used to distinguish them from negative emotions, such as sadness and disgust.

The brain areas specifically associated with happiness and positive emotions were not the same across the studies reviewed herein; differences in methodology and emotional stimuli may account for this heterogeneity. It is also possible that differences are due to the complex nature of emotions, particularly happiness and positive emotions. One must also consider that the stimuli used may be involved in a mix of emotions. Therefore, it is worth focusing our discussion on the more commonly identified neural correlates of happiness.

Formation and regulation of happiness and positive emotions are associated with significant reductions in activity in the right prefrontal cortex and in the temporoparietal cortex bilaterally, as well as with increased activity in the left prefrontal regions (especially the dorsolateral and medial prefrontal cortices), the cingulate gyrus, the inferior and middle temporal gyri, the amygdala, and the ventral striatum.

Additionally, increased functional connectivity between the medial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex, and inferior parietal lobule (areas of the DMN) were found to correlate negatively with happiness. Previous theoretical studies have suggested associations between areas of the DMN and happiness.39

The frontal lobe is functionally and architecturally heterogeneous. Since David Ferrier’s pioneering studies of brain stimulation in the frontal lobe in the 1870s, it has been known that ablation of the frontal lobe causes dramatic changes in animal behavior. Based on analysis of the famous case of Phineas Gage, Damasio et al. showed that lesions in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex produce severe impairments in rational decision-making and emotion processing. The prefrontal cortex can be viewed as the site of the confluence of two functions: working memory/executive function/attention and behavior.

Although cerebral lateralization of emotions is not a consensus, most studies show that the right prefrontal cortex is associated with negative emotions, while the left prefrontal cortex is associated with positive emotions. Patients with panic disorder show asymmetric frontal activation; right frontal activation is associated with acute activation of avoidance-withdrawal responses and with negative emotions. Left prefrontal damage has been associated with secondary depression, and prefrontal lobe hypoactivity has been found in patients with primary depression. The association between left hemisphere damage and depression is more consistent when damage extends beyond the prefrontal cortex. Research on non-depressed people has also shown that films which induce negative emotions elicit increased activity in the right prefrontal cortex. Damage to right side of the brain, particularly the temporal lobe, has been implicated in cases of secondary mania. Furthermore, during morphine- and cocaine-induced euphoria, there are profound reductions in regional activity in the prefrontal and parietotemporal cortices. Reductions in activity in association cortices may be common to both transient happiness and profound euphoria; however, a recent study of 96 patients with frontotemporal dementia and 34 healthy controls showed otherwise. Participants watched film clips designed to elicit happiness or sadness while their facial behavior, physiological reactivity, and self-reported emotional state were monitored. Whole-brain voxel-based morphometric analyses revealed that atrophy predominantly confined to the left frontostriatal areas was associated with greater facial responses to happiness. There were no associations between atrophy in specific regions and reactivity to sadness, which suggests that left frontostriatal atrophy is selectively associated with dysregulation of happiness. The authors argued that, although it has been proposed that left frontal injury decreases positive emotional responses, selective disruption of left-hemisphere emotion regulation systems can impair the ability to suppress positive emotions such as happiness.

Less evidence is available on positive emotions. There are several possible reasons for this. Positive emotions are much harder to elicit in laboratory settings than negative emotions. The body tends to react more strongly to negative stimuli than to positive stimuli, perhaps as a consequence of evolutionary pressures; this is sometimes referred to as the negativity bias. It has been hypothesized that the right hemisphere is specialized for emotional and visuospatial functions that are important to the survival of the species.

Another model of how the brain mediates emotions in humans takes into account concomitant motor responses. It posits that “approach emotions” (e.g., happiness) are lateralized to the left side and “withdrawal emotions” (e.g., disgust) to the right, particularly in the frontal and prefrontal areas. The studies included in this review seem to support this view of hemispheric specialization, especially in relation to the prefrontal areas. Negative and positive emotions also appear to be associated with various behavioral and developmental functions. Negative emotions such as fear and anger clearly have adaptive value, as they help to ensure survival and safety. Nevertheless, these benefits are considered in the short term. The “broaden and build” theory states that positive emotions amplify cognition and behavior to optimize performance. According to this model, positive emotions have long-term developmental benefits.

Our review suggests that positive emotions such as happiness seem to engage cortical areas more broadly than negative emotions do. Interestingly, the model of personality proposed by Cloninger et al. shows that...
temperament factors have largely been related to limbic and subcortical structures, whereas character has an extensive relationship with cerebral cortex activation.\(^{50}\) That character and happiness are related to wide cortical activation helps explain why a study of 1,102 volunteers found positive associations between the three character factors and perceived happiness.\(^{6}\) These data are also consistent with the proposal that personality disorders arise as a result of flaws in character structure.\(^{51}\)

Together, the cingulate cortex and parahippocampal gyrus constitute what Broca called the great limbic lobe. The posterior cingulate cortex is important for the successful retrieval of autobiographical memories, and cognitive impairment is correlated with alterations in posterior cingulate activity. The connections of the anterior cingulate cortex mean it is well placed to filter and control the flow of information between the emotional limbic system and autonomic nervous system, and it plays an important role in error detection and the appreciation and expression of emotions.\(^{44}\) The studies included in this review suggest there is an association between happiness and cingulate cortex activity, and this is corroborated by other studies.\(^{17,52}\)

However, as many of the studies we reviewed highlight its role in negative emotions, it seems likely that the cingulate cortex plays a key role both in positive and in negative emotions.\(^{26}\) Actually, much of the circuitry associated with emotions, including the limbic system, is involved in emotional responses generally, regardless of the valence of the emotion or the nature of the eliciting stimulus. The amygdala, for instance, is involved not only in negative emotions such as fear, but also in positive emotions.\(^{17}\) Indeed, this structure is considered the “heart and soul” of the brain’s emotional network.\(^{44}\) Findings are inconsistent regarding the activity of the amygdala in positive emotions, with some studies showing reduced\(^{17,27}\) and others showing increased\(^{44}\) activity.

The ventral striatum, also referred to as the limbic striatum, includes a number of basal forebrain structures, such as the nucleus accumbens and the olfactory tubercle.\(^{44}\) This area is widely known to be involved in pleasure,\(^{24,40,53}\) which has a major influence on life satisfaction and psychological well-being.\(^{5,54}\) Many theoretical papers have postulated that the ventral striatum is involved in subjective happiness,\(^{17,24,40,52,54}\) and the studies reviewed here support that view. Brain mechanisms involved in “fundamental” pleasures (e.g., food and sexual pleasures) overlap with those for “higher-order” pleasures (e.g., artistic, musical, altruistic, and transcendent pleasures).\(^{54}\) Interestingly, the ventral striatum can also be activated by listening to sad music.\(^{55}\)

The limitations of the studies reviewed herein must be taken into consideration. Most used small samples and were cross-sectional. The use of different imaging modalities and the variety of stimuli may have led to heterogeneous results. Furthermore, stimuli may result in a mixture of positive and negative emotions. There is also a lack of consensus on the nature of emotions themselves. For example, some proposals place anger, rather than sadness, as the opposite of happiness.\(^{16,17}\) In addition, although positive emotions describe a wider range of events, most of the articles reviewed assessed happiness as the key representative of positive emotions, sometimes almost interchangeably with the concept of positive emotion. Finally, some conclusions of the studies included in this review require additional replication. For example, only a few of the studies included neutral stimuli to differentiate positive emotions from negative emotions. Future research should include similar measures to address whether happiness truly differs from the absence of sadness, as demonstrated in some studies included in this review.

It is too early to claim that there is an established understanding of the neuroscience of positive emotions and happiness. However, although there is overlap in the brain regions involved in the formation and regulation of positive and negative emotions, we conclude that positive emotions, such as happiness, activate specific brain regions. Thus, positive emotions and happiness do not appear to be elicited solely by disabling areas which are activated by negative emotions and sadness. This modern perspective challenges the existentialist view that life is dominated by anguish generated by the fear of death, which is interrupted only briefly by moments of joy. Perhaps, life involves moments of both sadness and happiness, with some people experiencing a higher propensity for positive emotions and happiness, and others, a higher propensity for negative emotions and sadness. Positive emotions must receive greater recognition by clinicians and researchers in the field of psychiatry.
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